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Puzzle Test for SBI Po Pre, IBPS Po Pre, LIC AAO, SBI Clerk and 

IBPS Clerk Exams. 

Directions (1-5): Read the following information and answer the questions given beside. 

A few kids are playing in a park. They make four rules as a part of a game. The rule “D2 H9 A1 
D4” states that the person would stand up and “take your shoes out”. Then the rule “B2 A1 C1 
A4” states to “take instant right turn”. After this the rule “C3 P1 D2 C1” states that “jump on 
your turn”. Finally the rule “B2 D4 K2 C3” states “jump out instant again”. 

1. Find the code for ‘shoes’. 
A. D2   B. H9   C. A1   D. D4   E. Either H9 or A1 
 

2. Find the code for ‘your turn’. 
A. D1 C1  B. D2 C2  C. D2 C1  D. C3 C1  E. D2 C3 
 

3. Find the code for ‘jump out’. 
A. C4 D3  B. C3 D4  C. C3 D2  D. C2 D3  E. C4 D1 
 

4. Find the possible code for ‘take right move’. 
A. A1 P1 A4  B. A4 A1 K2  C. A1 H9 A4  D. A1 F1 A4  E. Either C or D 
 

5. Find the code for ‘again’. 
A. B2   B. D4   C. C3   D. K2   E. Either K2 or D4 
 
  



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 

B C B D D 
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Common Explanations (1-5): 

We right all the codes as follows: 

  

“take instant right turn” as “B2 A1 C1 A4” 

“take your shoes out” as “D2 H9 A1 D4” 

“jump on your turn” as “C3 P1 D2 C1” 

“jump out instant again” as “B2 D4 K2 C3” 

  

First two codes reveal that ‘take’ = A1 

Middle two codes reveal that ‘your’ = D2 

Last two codes reveal that ‘jump’ = C3 

First and third codes reveal that ‘turn’ = C1 

First and fourth code reveal that ‘instant’ = B2 

Second and fourth gives ‘out’ = D4 

  

We now write all these codes removing the one we found. 

  

“right” as “A4” 

“shoes” as “H9” 

“on” as “P1” 

“again” as “K2” 

  

We get words for all the other secret codes. 

  

Thus, we have 

  

take = A1 

instant = B2 

right = A4 

turn = C1 

your = D2 

shoes = H9 

out = D4 

jump = C3 

on = P1 

again = K2 
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1.   From common explanation we see that the code is ‘H9’. 
 

Hence, option B is correct. 
 
 

2.   From common explanation, we see code would be ‘D2 C1’. 
 

Hence, option C is correct. 
 

 

3.    From common explanation, we see the code would be ‘C3 D4’. 
 

Hence, option B is correct. 
 
 

4. In the given codes, there is no corresponding code for ‘move’, thus the code for move must be 
different from any code already given for the words in the question coding. 

 
Code for ‘take right’ = A1 A4 

 
Code for ‘move’ is best given in option D because the code is not present in the question coding. 

 
Hence, option D is correct. 
 

 

5.  From common explanation, we see that the code is “K2”. 
 

Hence, option D is correct. 
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